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It should be very strongly emphasized at the outset of 
this refcrt that none of the student members involved in 
this study was particularly qualified to do so, i.e., we are 
all mechanical engineers not naval architects. As a matter 
of fact this particular course was the first course that any 
group memter had ever taken that specifically addressed the 
design of maiine vehicles. additionally no member of the 
group had had any previous mine warfare or operational 
exferience with minesweeping forces. 
These seemingly severe shortcommings should however, in 
no way detract from the findings and recommendations put 
forth in the following pages. The group has consistantly 
investigated the problem at hand in a very systematic and 
professicnally competent manner. Sound engineering 
assumptions and judgements were made and all decisions were 
tempered with years of both at-sea operational experience 
and practical engineering experience in the field of ship 
overhaul and repair. 
The entire group is agreed that the concept, put forth 
by Captain Stewart, to develop a remctely ccntrolled 
minesweeping system is excellent. The increased selectivity 
and sensitivity of underwater mines coupled with the United 
States Navy's rather antiquated minesweeping force has 
served to highlight the need for new and imfroved 
minesweeping and mine countermeasures systems. Both Captdin 
Stewart's ccncept and this groups design represent a 




The group has laid down its best and most professional 
reccmmendaticns and designs within the constraints of our 
abilities and time. The concepts put forth are just exactly 
that, concepts of a perceived design as we saw it. It is 
felt that the ideas presented will offer a logical and sound 
"first cut" to the design of such a remotely controlled 




The concept of establishing a remotely controlled 
minesweeping capability within the United States Navy was 
presented as a topic for consideration in the Marine Vehicle 
Design course (ME-4721) offered during Quarter I, 1976-1977 
academic year at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School. 
A plan outlining the concept, system hardware and 
intended mission and tasks of the proposed minesweeping 
system was provided by Captain D. A. Stewart, USN, Commander 
Mine Sguadrcn Twelve. The proposal calls for the design of 
twc types of vessels, a co~mand ship and the remotely 
ccntrolled rrinesweepers. The entire proposal, contained in 
appendix (A) of this report, is too long to recount at this 
point but the basic system is as follows: a gas turbine 
powered ccmmand ship approximately 400 feet in length, 50 
feet in bEam and having a 20 foot draft, capatle of 
providing tctal support to six remotely controlled 
minecountermeasures units (RCMU). Additionally the ccmmand 
ship must frcvide services for two HUEY helicopters to be 
used both for air support and personnel transfer/VERTREP 
purposes. The ship should also have counter battery, AAW 
and point defense weapon capabilities. The Remotely 
Controlled MinEcountermeasures Units are to be twin-hulled 
ve~sels powered by two marine gas turbines with reversible 
pitch propellers. the RCMU's are to be manned in transit 
situation~ and must have the command, navigational, 
hatitability and food service capacity to maintain a crew of 
20-24. 1he RCMU's must also posess the capability to 
provide the eguipment necessary to both lay and sweep mines. 
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During correspondence between Captain Stewart and 
Professor Allen E. Fuhs, Chairman, Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School it was indicated 
that an investigation into the choice of hull structures 
(i.e., either mono-hull or twin-hull) for the RCMU's should 
be undertaken and evaluations nnd/or recommendations be 
returned tc Captain Stewart. 
A team of four students and one faculty advisoI was 
formed to study the proposal and to make a recommendation as 
to the hull structure that would best suit the intended 
purpose of the entire minesweepiRg system. 
Discussicns conducted at the beginning cf the project 
into the specific areas of what the system shculd be able to 
do, and what tyfeS of problems were unigue to its task, 
served tc further highlight our severe lack cf knowledge and 
understanding of the entire mine warfare segment of the 
Naval fcrce. Within the limits of the reference and 
technical publications held by the Naval Postgraduate School 
library and the information forwarded by Captain Stewart, 
apf endix (A) , the group was able to gain a fair amount of 
insight intc the operation, capabilities, deployment and 
sweeping cf naval mines and most particularly those devices 
used by the Soviet Navy. 
Armed with this newfound knowledge a re-assessment of 
the proposed design was made, and it was determined that the 
ccncept of a remotely controlled minesweeping force, in and 
of itself, is an excellent idea. From an engineering 
standpoint it was felt, however, that changes should be made 
to the crafts proposed in appendix (A) • ~he driving force 
behind the changes was the tremendous costs involved with 
the intricate system proposed by Captain Stewart and the 
very real potential for damage due to close aboard 
exflosions. 
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The major dissatisfaction with the design as proposed by 
cartain Stewart were as follows: 
As proposed the command ship would require a 
completely new ship design, a task that would take 
consideratle time and money to complete. In view of 
proposed mission reguirements to control, tend and repair 
the remote vessels, house their crew, provide helo gunship 
and airlift support as well as a fire support system it was 
felt that the use of an existing design such as the LSD type 
hull would tetter serve the purpose of a command ship. This 
would cffer the additional benifits of just slightly 
mooifying an existing design therefore saving considerably 
in cverall ccsts and time. 
Adding the capabilities to provide for all the 
command, ccmmunications, personnel habitability and 
prcpulsion systems to allow independent steaming 
tremendously increases the size, complexity, vunerability 
and cost of such craft. It was the consensus of the group 
that such an independent craft be abandoned in favor cf an 
actual remotely controlled "work platform" that could 
perform the functions required in the sweeping of 
minefields. The design of this "work craft" became the 
focal point cf the groups investigation. 
In attempting to ascertain what type of craft to 
build, several computer programs were written to try tc form 
an iterative ap~roach to the solution of the problem. Each 
area of study will be discussed individually in later 
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sections of this report and are listed here only with a 
brief description cf their function and relationship to the 
entire design: 
A. FORCES AND ACCELERATIONS 
In an attempt to design the craft for the major problem 
that it would face, i.e. that of an underwater explosion, 
programs were written to model the ship hull and to estimate 
the severity of "worst case" explosions with respect to the 
pressure pulse felt by the hull and to the maximum 
acceleration that would be imparted to the platform. 
B. PRESSUBE SIGNA1URE 
A three dimensional hydrodynamic program was developed 
to find the magnitude and duration of the pressure wave 
signature generated by various size mono-hull vessels. The 
program was then used. to determine how a smaller vessel 
(i.e. the remotely controlled work craft), could generate 
the same Fressure signature in a effort to provide a 
satisfactcry mine countermeasures system 
sensitive mines • 
C. HULL 1YPE AND PLATFORM SIZING 
for pressure 
This is an iterative, "what if" type of program where 
the input of various geometric parameters gives an outFut of 
required shape and size as well as an indication as tc the 
stability of the craft generated. The program allows the 
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designer to play with the size of the comi;cnents of the 
craft and immediately see what effects are produced and the 
horsepower requirements to overcome the frictional drag of 
the vessel. 
D. PROPULSION PLANT SIZING 
This program takes the estimates of the operational 
speed range for the vessel and generates the size and 
hcrsepower of the hydraulic motor propulsion system ana its 
associated ccmponents. 
The information generated by the programs was 
incorporated by the group into the revised conceptual aesign 
of the craft. From this point the objective was to continue 
the iterative proceedure, refining the design until it would 
be practical to start proceeding with model testing and 
preliminary design. Due to the nature of the course, the 
magnitude of the problem and the severe personnel and time 
constraints this particular design was advanced only into 
the conceftual design phase. As mentioned previously it is 
felt that there is some good information and sound 
engineering involved in this project, and it should serve 
well as a starting point for further design. 
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III. PRESSURE FORCES AND PLATFORM ACCELERATIONS 
-------- ------ --- ~------- -------------
Among the many initial guestions that arose shortly 
after the project got underway, those concerning the 
magnitude of overpressures and accelerations were foremost 
in the discussion. The initial proposal called for rather 
sofhisticated vessels to traverse a minefield, possibly 
sustaining aamage from an underwater explosion and yet 
surviving well enough to be repaired by the command ship and 
then placed tack into service. From an engineering point of 
view it was necessary to know something of the type, size 
and placements of underwater explosives: the local 
overfres~ures that would be felt by a ship hull and the 
magnitude of the acceleration that would be imparted to the 
ship. 
Research of the literature brought forth many 
illuminating aspects of underwater explosions. The basic 
phenomencn of an underwater explosion pressure pulse is 
described mathematically by the decaying exponential 
function: 
where: ;::':::; 1/1/S /"f-/V /.17N6°0VS /'12.~.s~ V/2-~ C/-?s-l. 
/J /'1 l'f K ""' jJ14 ,< t/J'l v /YI /'/?ES S l//Z.C:- (/'s i 
m =- /l"L- ,r::-/TIµ) ~ 
lfJ...F/1- - -7~/0 o 
hJ ::::... W€"t&H/ 
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The maximum pressure that is experienced during the 
exf losion frccess is given by: 
where: k =- /~/t?C> Fo~ /IVT 
tU =- tU£/cu.; -r PP C#/9£6-c:F L L8..s) 
Assuming the worst case, i.e. the ship being directly 
above the explosive device, and the pressure pulse reaching 
the ship hull prior to breaking the surface, a program was 
run to generate pressure information as a function of time, 
distance from charge to ship, charge size, and tyfe of 
charge. ~he program and the tabular form of the solution to 
eg u at ion ( 1) are given in appendix (b) • 
Though many simplifying assumptions have been made in 
this calculation it is apparent, even just viewing the data 
on an order of magnitude basis, that the overfressures 
generated by fairly representative size explosive devices 
arE a major cause for concern for the structural elements. 
An additional froblem stems from the fact that in a real 
life situaticn the underwater explosion does not set Uf just 
one pressure pulse but rather an entire train of rapidly 
passing and decaying pressure pulses. The reason for this 
stEms from the fact that in an underwater explosion the 
exfanding exflosive gases and the water act as a spring-mass 
system. In other words the explosive gas which is a 
compressible fluid and the water which, fer all practical 
purposes, represents an incomfressible fluid combine their 
prcperties in such a way as to cause the explosion gases to 
alternately expand and compress very rapidly as compared to 
thE vertical displacement of the bubble thus generating the 
pulse train of pressure, a peak being generated every time 
the gas bubble is expanded to a maximum. The sequence of 
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events is displayed graphically in the following 
illustrations: 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'11'1.S I· .r /t1.S ~.il'1.5 .:;. ·') AJS 
I fl15 \3. ii l'JS ••.• • L~'-'~AS E.Jl 
7'71"1E j 
ft.c.ss·v/2.-/;- .... 1---=---::-----------------f'/ /YJ t::= 
The modeling situation chosen to investigate the 
accelerations imparted to the vessel was identical tc that 
used by E. N. Fox. The situation is modeled as follows: 
the hull of the vessel is represented by a sphere submerged 
exactly one half of its diameter. The charge is Flaced 
di~ectly telow the sphere and detonated. Variables accepted 
by the prcgram are: explosive type, charge size, hull size 
(radius of the sphere), and distance from the hull to the 
charge. 1he program then uses the following eguation: 
where: 
Y 7/// 2. ?/Yl/J-K -(, e. 




l'-lt'JD /=~/L -//f./ / 
{!_H/J/2. (r'3 tr.I G/ 6-H { {_ L.8-5) 
.A 1.S / //;'./ tUE / o C..1-1-/f/ lf.._&6 (FT j
-.SI 
.s1 Ill vr 
/-J- ;; /2- /.J ./.) I () .S 0 P .:S r' H- E /2..£-
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to calculate the maximum force felt by the ships hull, the 
maximum acceleration imparted to the ship and the time that 
these maximums occur (time after explosion). Both the 
prcgram and the tabular results generated by the program are 
contained in appendix (C). An illustaration of the mcdeled 
situation is shown below: 
The af proach to this situation contains validity in that 
for design purposes it is, by in large, a very conservative 
situation. In a document published by the Mine Advisory 
Committee it was observed that a charge fir~d under the keel 
of a ship will produce essentially the same damage as would 
be suffered if the same charge were fired to the side of the 
ship at half the distance, justifying the geometric 
placement of the charge as a "worst case" si tua ti on. The 
major discrepancy in this model is that it does not give an 
idea of the lethal damage range of the simulated explosive 
device, tut rather considers only the initial peak 
over-pressure. It should be realized that true lethal range 
data for underwater explosions must consider the shock wave, 
all the pressure waves, explosive gas bubble migration, 
surface and tottom reflections as well as the jetting of the 
water and the effects of the ships hull en the pressure 
field. In terms of this project however, the 
simplifications are justified in that a rough "order of 
magnitude" lock at the worst case situation was all that was 
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de~ired. 
The major purpose served by this portion of the study 
was threefold: (1) establish the parameters for which the 
vessel hull must be . designed to withstand worst case 
situations, (2) determine the magnitude of the accelerations 
that will be experienced by the platform so that adequate 
shock mounting can be provided for ship mounted machinery, 
and (3) gain an apfreciation for the magnitude of the forces 
associated with underwater explosions. 
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A submerged or floating body moving aC- ccnstant velocity 
induces a fressure field in the fluid surrounding it. The 
characteristics of this pressure field, such as its 
intensity, "shape", and extension out into the fluid, depend 
upon the size of the body causing the disturbance, its 
configuraticn and its speed. Hence, a given ship, moving at 
a given velocity, posesses a characteristic pressure field 
or ''signature" which exists in the water around and beneath 
its hull. 
Pressure detonated mines have triggering devices which 
sense the pressure signature of a ship moving near-by, and 
which detonate the mine if the signature meets certain 
pre-programmed conditions. This allows the mine to be 
somewhat selective in its target selection. 
Because cf the triggering method, and tendency for 
pressure mines to be "bottom laying" rather than mcored, 
this type of mine is very difficult, if not impossible, to 
sweep by conventional methods. 
This pr eject focuses on a broad new concept in 
it is desirable to include an minesweei;ing 
investigation 
systems; hence 
of possible methods of safely detonating 
pressure mines. 
Unless an inventory of large, expendable ship hulls is 
available f cr sacrifice, the most logical approach to the 
problem at hand is to try to "fool" the mine into 
detonating. In theory, this might be 1 accomplished by 
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simulating the pressure signature of a large ship, using 
something other than a large ship (i.e. something either 
exfendable, er immune to mine blast damage}. It is the 
purpose of this section of the study to examine pressure 
signature characteristics of various ship hulls at various 
Sfeeds, and in various water depths in order to determine 
just what has to be simulated; also, a possible methcd of 
producing these signatures in a mine field will be examined. 
All work has been done on a computer model, using potential 
flew thecry. The model is very simplified due to the 
limited time available, but the data obtained is not 
unrealisitc. 
A. POTEN~IAl FLOW THORY 
Potential flow theory is a broad and complex field of 
fluid dynamics. A small part of it is utilized in the 
present analysis, and it is described here only briefly. 
In an inviscid, incompressible fluid flow (which closely 
approximates real fluid flow in regions away from the 
boundary layer) a special function (of position and time) 
may be used to describe the flow. This function, called the 
Velocity Potential, has the unique property that when 
differentiated with respect to any coordinate system 
direction (say x, y, or z} the result is the fluid velocity 
component in the x, y, or z direction. The most simple 
example is the flow whose velocity potential is i=ux. 
Differentiating with respect to x gives U. Differentiating 
with resfect to y and z both give zero. Hence, {=ux 
describes uniform, steady flow in the x direction, with a 
velocity magnitude of u. One of the many velocity 
potentials which exist is the singularity function known as 
a "source". It is given by: ;::[. = ~ _!_ 
<::t: '17! r 
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in a spherical, 3-D coordinate system. Differentiation 
reveals that this describes a flow whose velocity is zero in 
every direction except radially outward from the origin, and 
whose magnitude decreases as 1/r from infinity at the origin 
to zero at infinity. Though no such flow can exist in 
reality, this can be thought of as a fluid source, where 
fluid is created at the origin and moves radially outward. 
Q is referred to as the source strength and represents flow 
volume per unit time emanating from the source. A "sink" is 
just the reverse of a source, only Q is negative. 
Superposition may be applied by adding two different 
potentials to get a new, more complicated flow. For 
example, adding the potential for uniform flow in the x 
direction, and the potential for a source results in a flow 
with the same characteristics as flow past a torpedo shaped, 
infinitely long body of revolution. The diameter of the 
body and the nose shape depend on the uniform flow velocity 
magnitude and the source strength. superposition of several 
sources in a line and a uniform flow can give arbitrarily 
shaped bcdies of revolution. 
Extending the above concepts further, flow past todies 
of completely arbitrary shape may be approximated by 
distributing many sources over the assumed surface of the 
body and then superimposing a uniform flow velocity 
potential. Each individual source or sink must have a 
particular strength in order to give the prcper body shape. 
The strengths are determined by applying the boundary 
condition that the velocity normal to the surface is zero 
everywhere on the surface. Hence, at each surface node, the 
velocity ccmfonent at that point, induced by all other 
sources and sinks on the body, must cancel with the normal 
velocity ccmfonent at that point induced by the uniform 
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flew. If N surface points are selected, application of this 
boundary condition results in a system of N linear eguations 
in N unkncwns (source strengths) • Computer solution of this 
problem gives the required source strengths and hence the 
total velccity Fotential is known. The velocity, and hence 
pressure coefficient can then be found at any point in the 
flew field. As expected, the more sources that are used the 
more accurate are the results. Ideally, a continuously 
distributed surface source with the zero normal velocity 
boundary condition applied everywhere on the surf ace would 
give an exact solution. Unfortunatley, such an analytic 
solution is unobtainable for most shaFes. therefore, 
numerical methods using discrete sources must be employed. 
B. ANALYTICAL PROCEEDURE 
The method of images, used in potential flow theory 
provides a simple way of representing the f lcw case in which 
a solid boundary exists near the the body in question. By 
placing mirror images of the body's surface sources in the 
fluid field en the opposite side of a plane representing the 
boundary, a mirrcr image of the body is created. The 
resulting flow is then exactly the same as it would be had 
there only been one body near a solid boundary. The method 
of images was applied in the current analysis to provide for 
twc "solid bcundaries" present in the computer model: the 
water's surface, and the bottom or sea floor. Though not 
really a ;olid boundary, the free surface does approximate 
the behavior of a solid boundary hydrodynamically f cr low 
speed shiF mction (a hydrodynamic "solid bcundary" simply 
means a f lane or surface on which there is no normal 
component of fluid velocity). The limiting cf the model to 
low speed ship motion (say less than 12 knots) may seem 
quite restrictive; however, pressure mines are usually 
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defloyed in shallow channels or harbors, and vessels in such 
waters are normally operated at low speeds. It is felt, 
therefore, that the application of the low ship speed, free 
surface, bounda~y condition enhances, rather than detracts 
from the realism of the model. 
In the prcgram used, the body or hull shaFe is given to 
the comFuter by providing, as input, the coordinates of 
selected FOints on the body surface. The origin of the 3-D 
cartesian ccordinates used in this case was located at the 
bow waterline of the simulated ship. 
Since every fOint on the hull surface cannot 
the computer version of the hull is a faceted body 




triangular er trapizoidal) • Increasing the number of feints 
provides a smoother hull shape at the expense of increasing 
reguired comfuter core area and program run time. The 
program determines the area, centroid location, and unit 
normal vector at each surface element before carrying out 
the matrix operations and other calculations previously 
described. 
The apflicaticn of the method of images is illustrated 
in the fcllcwing figure: (SEG P-16-(.//LG ~ /9PPEN..iJ1K' le)) 
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The only surface points actually input to the program for 
the mono-hull analysis are those lying on the hull belcw the 
waterline. An image of this "wetted" hull was then created 
above the waterline, treating the waterline flane as a solid 
boundary. ~his symmetrical hull shape must inturn have an 
image below the plane of the sea floor to account for the 
sea floor's sclid boundary. such an image is created in the 
program. Further images beyond those mentioned, which 
affect the flow to a comparatively small degree, are 
neglected. 
It should be noted that time available to the project 
severely limited the number and complexity of hull shapes 
investigated. Hull shapes were kept extremely simple, since 
the number cf linear equations to be solved is the same as 
the numter of the body's surface elements. 
hull shafes rsed resemble long blunt boxes 
As a result, 
with beveled 
edges mere than they do true ship hulls. The procedure 
needed to analyze more realistic hull shapes is exactly the 
same as that used here, only more input points and more 
computer time is required. As it turns out, the simplified 
hull shafe used in the analysis provides a fairly good 
approximaticn to a large deep draft tanker hull. 
Figures located in appendix (C) illustrate some of the 
hull shafes actually employed in the programs. These 
figures were produced by a computer plotting subroutine 
based on the actual surface point inputs used. The hull 
shapes shown are actually the ''wetted hull" and its above 
water image together. The persfective seen in the drawings 
is a f uncticn of the distance between the origin and the 
chcsen otservation point. 
Figure(4) illustrates a more complex hull shape composed 
of 128 surface elements. Attempts to perform a computer 
analysis of the flow about this hull and its image were not 
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successful due to the available time. 
C. PBOGBAM INPUTS 
1. Bull Shapes and Sizes 
Figure 3 illustrates the basic hull used to generate the 
pressure sisnatures examined. By multiplying or dividing 
the x, y, and z coordinates of all the surface points by a 
selected cor.stant, the hull shape can be scaled up or down 
in size while retaining the same length to width or width to 
draft ratios. By independently multiplying the surface 
Feints' coordinates by different constants, the size and 
shape of tte hull can be changed. This technique enables 
the use of cr.e set of input data points to create an 
infinite numter cf different size and shaped hulls. 
The largest scaled up version of figure 3 used 
corresponds to a ship 700 feet long, 35 feet in draft and 70 
feet in team. For the shape of figure 3, a ship this size 
would displace aFproximately 45,000 tons; a fairly large 
vessel. Several smaller hulls with various profiles were 
also examined, including a 70 foot long, 35 foot wide targe, 
with a draft cf 3.5 feet. 
2. Sfeeds 
To comfly with the low speed, free surface boundary 
condition, simulated ship speeds were kept fairly low. The 
fressure signature for each hull shape was examined under 
four different ship speeds: 10 kts, 8 kts, and 6 kts. 
3. Water Depth 
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All ship pressure signature simulators were run with a 
simulated water depth of 70 feet, as this was considered a 
tyfical depth at which pressure mines might be expected. 
4. Decoy size, Shapes, Speeds and Depths 
The principle of simulating a pressure signature of 
large ships ty towing a reasonably small submerged decoy 
shaFe behind a minesweep was examined. Two basic decoy 
shapes were used. one was simply the hull shape of figure 3 
scaled down in size and made axisymmetric, (roughly a 
cylinder). ~be other was this same shape, but with a 
blunted rather than tapered front end. 
The deccy size in all simulated runs was 20 ft. long and 
10 ft. in diameter. 
Tests were simulated in 70 feet of water, but with the 
decoy towed at distances ranging from 10 to 50 feet off the 
bottom and at speeds ranging from 12 to 18 knots. 
In this analysis, a fairly short, single decoy shafe was 
used. It is realized that suc.h a decoy has no hofe of 
producing a ~ressure signature of the same duration or exact 
shape as that of a long ship. It is felt that the duration 
prcblem can be resolved by towing more than one decoy in 
procession, thus superimposing their individual signatures 
along the tcwing axis, making a more or less ccntinuous 
signature with a strong beginning and end. The number, 
spacing and shape cf the decoys needed to prcduce a pressure 
signature of correct duration and shape are subjects 
suitable for a much more detailed and thorough analysis than 
the present cne. This analysis is limited to investigating 
pressure field intensity (strength at the mine location) 
displayed by a small submerged decoy, to see if magnitudes 
of the same order as those made by large ships can be 
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prcduced. If large enough pressure singature magnitudes 
cannot te created by such a decoy, then correct signature 
shape and duration are all of little use. 
D. PROGEAM CUTPUT 
All output data is provided in appendix (C) and is given 
in graphical form for ease of interpretation. Each graph 
displays the magnitude of the pressure change (induced by 
the moving ship) at various locations along the sea floor 
beneath the ship. In all graphs the ordinate axis 
represents dynamic pressure and is in psia. The atcissa 
represents distance along a line on the sea floor lccated 
directly below the ship's centerline and is measured in 
feet. In all cases, the origin of the axis is considered to 
be located directly below the bow waterline point of the 
ship,· at a given depth and with the ship pointing to the 
left. Hence, a point on the abcissa labled - 100 represents 
a point on the sea floor 100 feet in front of the ship. All 
pressure values are displayed as a functicn of distance 
instead cf time for easy graphical compariscn. Time based 
pressure signatures may be easily obtained by selecting a 
••starting" feint for the signature (when the magnitude 
reaches a given threshold value) and dividing all subsequent 
abcissa values by the ship speed, thus converting the 
abcissa to a time axis. Note that for symmetrical hull 
shapes (tow and stern of the same shape) the pressure 
signature is symmetric about the half lenth point of the 
ship. 
Appendix (C) contains the pressure signature data for 
various shiF hulls at various speeds, in 70 feet of water • 
This is f cllcwed by pressure signature data obtained from 
simulated decoy runs. In this analysis comparative 
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magnitudes of the initial and final pressure increase in the 
signatures aie the key results. 
E. DISCOSSICN OF BESULTS 
The largest hull examined created a signature with an 
initial and final pressure rise on the sea floor of about 
0.23 psia at 12 kts. in 70 feet of water. The magnitude 
dropped off rapidly with decreasing speed, to a value of 
about 0.053 psia at 6 kts. The smaller vessels simulated 
showed similar signature shape, but much lower intensity. 
the 100 fcot hull, for example, only produced a maximum 
pressure rise of 0.013 psia at 12 kts, and at 12 kts, the 35 
foot hull prcduced a rise of only 0.0018 psia. These very 
low magnitudes of the smaller surface vessels indicated that 
ther is little hope of obtaining sufficient pressure 
signature magnitudes by towing a small decoy on the surface. 
By submerging the towed decoy, however, much more 
favorable results are obtained. An initial and final 
pressure rise cf 0.29 psi a is obtained by towing the decoy 
at 12 knots at a 
magnitude is reduced 
the bottcm and is 
increased to 20 feet 
height of 10 feet from the bottom. This 
sharply if the decoy is moved away from 
only 0.045 psia if the distance is 
at 12 knots. Pressure signature is a 
function cf SFeed however, and increasing the decoy speed to 
18 knots boofts signature pressure rise to 0.12 psia. 
Signature magnitude is also a function of body shape. 
simulaticns were done with the bow end of the decoy shape 
flattened instead of tapered. 
much sharper rise, and at 10 feet 
This signature displayed a 
from the bottom at 12 
knots, a rise to 0.76 psia is shown, almost 4 times the 
magnitude frcduced by the 700 foot ship on the surface. 
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V. HULL TYPE AND PLATFORM SIZING 
---- ---- --- -~----- -----~ 
The first items considered were the method and type of 
craft necessary to sweep mines. Information generated by 
the pressure and shock programs indicate, logically, that in 
crder for a craft to survive an underwater explosion it must 
stay as far away from the mine as possible. This means that 
craft to be considered must be capable of towing equipment 
which will deceive or render disabled the mine at some 
relatively safe distance from the towing craft. 
An additional consideration is the 
having the craft unmanned during sweeping 
original idea of 
operations. If 
the craft is unmanned because there exists a real 
possibility cf the craft sustaining heavy damage due to an 
underwater explosion, then logically the craft must be made 
inexpensive enough so that its loss will not cause a great 
financial less, i.e., it must be expendable. 
If the craft is made expendable, money to make the craft 
livable for a transit crew is an unnecessary exFense; 
therefore, the craft should be transported to the minefield 
by a larger craft that is not expected to be lost during the 
sweeping Cferation. Equipment on the sweeping craft must be 
as simple to maintain as possible and must be readily 
accessible tc facilitate exchanges with equipment that has 
been repaired aboard the support ship. 
With the above considerations in mind, a mother ship was 
chosen. It became a question of modifying an existing ship 
or designing a completely new vessel. The modification plan 
was chosen in view of the tremendous savings in both time 
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and money ~ith no dete9tible 
performance. 
degredation in system 
The ship class chosen was the LSD because it has almost 
all of the support ship requirements for mine~weeping 
already met. It offers a large well deck, helicopter 
flatform and supFort equipment, machine shops to support 
small water craft, two large cranes to remove craft from the 
water, extra berthing, long cruising range at an acceFtable 
speed and good communications facilities. The only major 
modification would be for command and control of the 
minesweef ing craft and any fire 
desired. 
support capabilities 
After the selection of the mother craft, the ncminal 
dimensions for the remotely controlled platforms could be 
laid down. ~he well decks on the various classes of LSD's 




acceptable length to beam ratio with the maximum dry weight 
of no more than 50 tons. 
Maximum lifting capacity on the cranes is 50 tons. 
these lin:itaticns the craft dimensions were nominally 
as 20 feet wide with the length to be chosen 
In crder to design the craft the various broad lifting 
classes of vessels were first examined as to their 
individual Herits or limitations. Aerostatic craft such as 
the Air cushion Vehicles (ACV) and surface Effect Ship (SES) 
have a distir.ct advantage in that they are relatively immune 
to underwater shocks. Additonally they do net disturb the 
surface to any great extent therefore they have 
pressure signatures. The disadvantage of the 
craft cones frcm their lack of directional 





towing eguif nent. If towing between craft, both craft would 
have a great tendency to turn outboard. If towing a single 
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array the craft would get pushed about by cross ~inds. 
Another disadvantage with aerostatic craft is that they 
require light weight construction to keep the vessel weight 
dewn so that the lift fans do not become excessively large. 
The light weight construction increases the cost and is 
generally mere easily damaged by the mine explosions. 
The next class of vessel is the hydrodynamic craft 
(hydrofoils) . Hydrofoils can be either surface piercing or 
fully sutmerged. Fully submerged foils require a central 
system to keep the craft flying level. The complexity of 
the control system coupled with the catastrophic results of 
a foil failure eliminated fully submerged foils. Surface 
piercing f cils de not require the control system but in 
order to fly at low speeds the foils must become very large. 
The larger the foils the greater the possibility of damage 
frcm the large loads generated by the underwater explcsion. 
Hydrofoils must also have light weight construction since 
for a given take-off speed the foils grow as a sguare of the 
craft weight. 
The remaining class of vessels is the hydrostatic craft 
of which three types were considered: the mono-hull, 
catamaran, and Small waterplane Area Twin Hull ship (S~ATH). 
The majcr advantages of this vessel class are good 
directional ~tability for towing, large bouyant forces which 
allow heavy construction, and relatively small power 
reguirements at towing speeds. In particular the SWATH has 
the advantage of much greater stability than either the 
mono-hull er the catamaran. The SWATH also has the 
advantage of regular shapes for underwater hulls. The 
cylindrical bulls normally used provide great strength and 
are easily analyzed with mathematical simulations. A major 
problem with the mono-hull and catamaran is their lack of 
stability in large seas. The catamaran offers relatively 
good rcll stability but generates large vertical 
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accelerations in pitch due to the large bow sections. 
After reviewing the characteristics of the various 
hull-forms it was decided that the SWATH cffered the best 
gualities as a work platform. In order to establish 
preliminary designs for a SWATH type vehicle, a review of 
the literature was conducted with the expressed purpose of 
locating specific information on SWATH research. The most 
helfful infcrmation was gathered from two reports published 
by the Naval Undersea Center, San Diego, ca. Both of these 
references gave a~ insight as to why certain specific 
parameters are chosen in the design of SWATH ships as well 
as experimental results of model drag measurement tests 
which had been conducted. Utilizing the published research 
information an initial craft was set down on paper with the 
fellowing major dimensional ratios: length to beam 2 to 1, 
top of underwater hulls submerged one hull diameter, bridge 
structure two diameters above top of underwater hull, tail 
cone of underwater hull 5 times as long as its radius, 
percent of tctal bouyant force in hulls 67 percent. 
A comfuter program was written to evaluate the effect of 
changing hull dimensions. Inputs to the program were: hull 
plate thickness, craft length, weight allowance for 
additional strengthening structures inside the hulls, a 
starting radius, radius increment, and the number of 
increments tc be evaluated, aspect ratio of the tail cone, 
and the maximum craft speed to be expected. The program 
calculated the Reynolds number based on the craft length and 
max ship speed, solved for the Schoenherr drag coefficient 
by the methcd of successive approximations, calculated the 
surf ace area, weight and bouyant force of the hull 
consisting of a right circular cylinder with a hemispherical 
nose and a right circular cone tail. Using the information 
generated, the Frogram then calculated the horsepower 
required to drive this craft at its maximum speed only 
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considering the frictional drag. 
The details of the actual calculations and the various 
stages cf advancement of the design are contained in 
appendix (D). The final iterative results of this study 
produced a craft with the following characteristics: 
length-over-all 43 '-9 11 , beam 22 1 -0 ", height (with out 
antenna) 25 1 -0 11 , draft 8', displacement 41 tons. The 
underwater hulls are right circular cylinders 4 1 in diameter 
with a hemisfhere on the front end and a right circular cone 
on the tail end. The tail cone aspect ratio (height over 
radius) is about 4. The underwater hulls and struts are 
ccnstructed cf half inch steel with some internal structure. 
The bridge structure is made up of I-beams welded 
The two lcngitudinal beams are wide flange 14 x 
lb./ft.) with the remaining beams being 14 x 12 (78 
together. 
14. 5 (87 
lb.;ft.). 
The machinery is mounted on a one inch steel bed plate which 
is suspended from an I-beam structure by heavy springs. The 
lower secticn cf the bridge structure is 1/16 in steel and 
the upper section is 1/16 inch aluminum to reduce weight and 
to lower the center of gravity. Final CG and metacentric 
heights will de determined at a later date and will be 
incorporated in apfendix (D). The initial calculations show 
the craft to te stable for all loading conditions. 
The craft will carry 500 gallons of fuel and has room 
for 20,000 pounds of ballast. The hydraulic oil sumf is a 
two section tank mounted on the machinery platform, each 
section holding 62 gallons. The diesel engines utilized as 
the prime mover are water cooled with the cooling water 
being cocled by a radiator mounted on the machinery platform 
with a fan to increase air circulation through the radiator. 
The fans will be belt driven off the diesel engine shaft. 
Both engines will run at a constant speed to allow for 
better freguency control in the generation of electrical 
power. Air intake for the two diesel engines will be 
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provided through the mack. Internal baffles will keef salt 
water frcm flcoding the engines. Exhaust will be out the 
back of the £ridge structure through flexible hoses. 
The propulsion motors will be controlled by tilting the 
tilt blcck in the porpulsion hydraulic pumps. This 
arrangement allow~ a constant speed input to develop all 
output speeds, both forward and reverse. Batteries mounted 
on the machinery platform provide emergency power tc the 
radio sbculd the engines stop during a mine blast. This 
will allcw for a remote startup attempt from the mother 
ship. Rudders are not provided since it is felt that 
sufficient central can be maintained by different 
direction en each of the two propellers. A small 
provided to allow the craft to be driven manually 




two will be 
required since it is impossible to see behind the craft from 
the cockpit, making it difficult, at best, to back out of an 
LSD well deck. Winches and towing connections have not yet 
been provided for on this design. 
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The general reguirements of the propulsion system are: 
1. Minimum of machinery, including auxiliaries. 
2. Ease cf maintenance 
3. Readily adaptable to remote control 
4. Ability to withstand relatively large accelerations 
without damage 
Additionally, due to the nature of the craft, the prime 
mover must necessarily be located in the bridge structure 
while the FrCFellers are at the after end of the pods. This 
requires some means of transmitting the power from the prime 
mover to the fropellers. 
Two means of transmitting the power were readily ruled 
out: electric drive and direct mechanical drive. The first 
of these is impractical owing to the unfavorable horsepower 
to weight ratio cf electric motors. Electric motors of the 
horsepower required would simply be too large to fit in the 
pods. (Net to mention the consequences of a salt water leak 
into the engine compartment.) The second, direct mechanical 
drive, is imfractical when one considers the rather precise 
alignment that would be required. 
The type cf drive which was selected is hydraulic drive 
in a pump controlled motor configuration. Before discussing 
this system in detail, it should be noted that a number of 
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other schemes, including water jet, outboard motors, etc. 
were discussed but not considered seriously due to their 
obvious limitations. Some advantages of the hydraulic drive 
selected are listed below: 
1. lhe cverall efficency of a pump ccntrolled motor 
configuration has a theoretical efficency of 100% and 
generally exceeds 90% in actual practice. 
2. Power transmission from the pumps to the motors is 
accomplished by high pressure hoses, a means which is 
protabily less susceptable to blast damage than anything 
else considered. 
3. Hydraulic pumps and motors have excepticnally 
favorable torsepower to weight ratios, resulting in 
relatively ccmfact dimensions. 
4. Ihe fUmps themselves can be constant speed, variable 
displacement. This allows the prime mover to run at a 
ccnstant speed, thus the same engine can be used to drive 
electric generators for minesweeping. It also is readily 
adaptable tc remote control, since the pump discharge (as 
well as fcrward and reverse) is controlled simply by the 
f Ump strcke angle. 
5. Ihe underwater portion of the system, specifically 
the motors and associated plumbing operates at fressures 
high enough tc keep seawater out in the event of damage to 
the pods. 
6. Since both shafts can be manipulated at speeds 
independent of each other, as well as forward and reverse, 
the need for rudde~s is eliminated. 
7. Ne damage to motor if stalled. 
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Having selected a propulsion system the problem becomes 
cne of sizing the various components. Of prime importance 
is the weight of each component, as these have an impact on 
the size of the craft. The size of the craft, in turn, 
affects the horsepower required to propel it at a given 
speed. 1he frcblem is cyclical in nature and readily solved 
with the aid of the computer. 
From an engineering point of view, there are many 
variables involved. Beginning with a reasonable guess of 
the tow rofe horsepower reguired to drive the craft at a 
given speed, the next step is to determine the shaft 
horsepower reguired. The difference between shaft 
horsepower and tow rope horsepower is a function of the 
propeller pitch, diameter, number of blades, rotational 
speed, and finally its interaction with the ships hull. 
Additionally, tte hydraulic motor must develop its rated 
horsepower (shaft horsepower) at the RPM selected for the 
propeller. Knowing these values, an operating pressure and 
motor disflacement can be chosen. At this pcint, a catalog 
search can turn up a representitive size and weight fer the 
hydraulic motor and its associated pump. Lastly, a prime 
mover must be selected to drive the pump. Again a catalog 
search provides a representative weight. 
For the purpose of this study, a computer porgram was 
written to ccmpare various tow rope horsepower reguirements 
with various propeller combinations. The program and some 
representative outFut is contained in appendix (E) The 
output consists of shaft horsepower requirements, propeller 
BfM, hydraulic motor load flow and displacement, for a 
series cf Cferating pressures. This information was then 
used in conjunction with the motor manufacturer's 
specifications to select an appropriate motor. 
The program itself is relatively straight-forward. 
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Input data consists of: Tow Rope Horsepower Reguired, Ship 
Velocity, Propeller Diameter, Propeller Thrust Coefficient 
vs. Advance Ratic, Propeller Efficiency vs. Advance Batio, 
Wake Fraction and lhrust Reducticn Factor. The soluticn is 
ottained as fellows: 
--;e_ ~ (cl'f P J ( 5So) 
~ e-ti-<. V 3 ( 1-u J 
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..]) ::- -A1A"7C-Tc /Z.. DI'=- ;012.v;drEt...1-e/2. (_F:r) 
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Having solved for TC, J is determined from the input data. 
where: 
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The overall propeller efficiency and shaft hcrsepower can be 
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The rest of the program computes the hydraulic motor 
parameters reguired: 
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The purfose of the 
sorting the myriad of 
ccmbinaticns. Prcpeller 
remains kind of a "black 
program was primarily to aid in 
propeller, BPM, and horsepower 
selection and engine matching 
art" and with the aid of the 
computer, a large number of undesirable combinations were 
readily eliminated from further consideration. With the 
information thus obtained, a "first cut" at motor, pumf, and 
prime mover ~election was made. 
1. Meter-Vickers MHT-500**-14 
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2. fump-Vickers PVA120 
3. Prime Mover-GM 8-71V Marine Diesel 
Specifications for these items are contained in appendix 
(E). The rationale for choosing the particular hydraulic 
motor and pump were based on the horsepower requirements, 
load flows, and pump displacements as determined previously. 
The selection cf the diesel was somewhat more arbitrary. 
Minesweeping generator requirements, as well as horsepower 
reguirements for towing minesweeping gear were not known as 
of this writing. Conseguently, the 325 shaft horsepower of 
the GM 8~71V is purely a guess of what is actually required. 
The components were selected primarily to: 
1. Deter«ine feasibility of such a propulsion system for 
the craft. 
2. Deter[ine representative weights of the propulsion 
~lant. 
It might be guestioned why a diesel was chosen rather 
than a gas turbine, which would be much lighter for an 
equivalent bcrsepcwer. Further study may indicate that a gas 
turbine is, in fact, the better choice. However, gas 
turbines are e~tremely sensitive to sea salt. This factor, 
combined with the relatively large intake air requirements, 
and the intakes proximity to the waterline, tends to favor 
diesels. 
As indicated earlier, this represents a "first cut" at 
the propulsion system from the standpoint of feasibility. 
The results EC far indicate that a hydraulic drive system is 
feasible, and within the size and weight limitations of the 
craft. 
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Final craft characteristics: 




Overall Height-25 1 
Bridge Structure Water Clearance-4 1 
Metacentric Height in Roll-2.07' 
Maximum Speed-18 knots 
Towing Sfeed-8 knots 
Propulsion: 
Main Engines- two GM 340 hp marine diesels with constant 
~peed governors. 
Drive Train- two variable stroke piston fumps in bridge 
structure tc two vane motors in hulls via flexible hoses. 
Generators- 2, one each engine. 
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Fuel- 500 gal, 250 gal in each hull. 
Hydraulic Tanks- one tank with two compartments, 62 gal 
each compartment. 
Propellers- 3 foot diameter 
cooling- water cooled jacket to air cooled radiatoI. 
Ballast- 2100 gal of sea water located in four tanks, 
two in each hull, one forward and one aft of the fuel tank. 
Craft Construction: 
Hulls- half inch steel with 
members, three compartments for fuel 
internal 
( 1) and 
strengthening 
ballast (2) • 
Motor, shaft, propeller and tail cone removed as single unit 
fer shof repair and alignment. Ducted propeller for 
increased efficiency and protected from towing wires. 
struts- half inch steel with internal strengthening 
members, twc hydraulic lines in aft struts for cil to 
propulsicn meters, fuel and air lines in forward struts for 
engine fuel supply and deballasting. 
Bridge Structure- wide flange I-beams as main structure 
to connect struts. 1/16" steel for bottom and lower 
vertical sides, 1/16" aluminum for remaining superstructure. 
Machinery Platform- one inch steel supported from 
I-beams ty large springs. 
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A. CONCEPTS 
1. The entire group is agreed that the conceft, put 
forth by Captain Stewart, to develop a remotely controlled 
minesweeping system is excellent. The increased selectivity 
and sensitivity of underwater mines coupled with the United 
States Navy's rather antiquated minesweeping force has 
served to highlight the need for new and improved 
minesweeping and mine countermeasures systems. Both Captain 
Stewart's ccncept and this groups design represent a 
possible partial solution to the problem. 
2. It is felt that the remotely controlled minesweeping 
system should be just that, a mine sweeping system. The 
hunting and locating of mines as well as the placement of 
mines shculd bS r535gated to other sub-systems of a totally 
integrated minesweeping force. It is envisioned that this 
force will consist of mine laying units (probably aircraft 
and submarines), mine hunting units and minesweeping units. 
3. ihe major disagreement with the original design as 
proposed ty Captain Stewart is its expense. Additicnally 
the design calls for unnecessarily sophisticated eguipment 
to perform in a potentially severe environment. The concept 
was modified to allow the command ship to carry the remote 
controlled minesweeping units to their destination rather 
than man them and have them make independent transits. This 
allowed the design to be simplified considerably, making the 
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craft more resistant to damage. 
4. It is net feasible to use small sized surface decoys 
to detonate Fressure sensitive mines which are set to 
resfond tc large vessels. Sufficient magnitude in the 
pressure signature cannot be produced by a small 
displacement shape moving on the surface, unless unrealistic 
speeds are considered. On the surface, only a large ship 
will produce a large ship pressure signature. 
5. Towing a submerged decoy shape at a depth near the 
sea bed will froduce a pressure signature of sufficient 
magnitude (if not shape and duration) to detonate a pressure 
sensitive mine set to respond to a large ship. 
6. tecoy shapes can be small enough to be suitable for 
towing and recovery in minesweeFing operations. 
7. Pressure signatures are extremely sensitive tc such 
factors as tcdy size, shape, speed and distance from the 
bottom. It seems reasonable to expect that variation of 
these factors and the use of multi-body decoys might Fermit 
duplicaticn of large ship pressure signature shapes and 
durations as well as magnitudes. 
E. COMMAND SHIP 
1. It is felt that the savings accrued, both in time 
and money, by converting the LSD design as it exists today 
warrants the use of this hull vice the design and 
development cf a completely new hull form. 
2. !he use of the LSD hull for the mother or ccmmand 
ship offers the shop facilities necessary to repair and 
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upkeep the remote sweeps, cranes for lifting the sweeps 
and;or engines etc., a well deck of sufficient size to allow 
easy launching, recovery and transport of the sweeping 
units. Additionally the LSD is compatable with the 
heliocopter reguirements and has the available space to 
provide the desired weapons systems. Command and central 
stations will have to be modified to allow for operation of 
the sweeps bet again it is felt that this is no major 
difficulty. 
C. SWATH 
1. The craft design chosen in the study consists of 
relatively easy to manufacture geometric shapes that offer 
great strength and durability. The craft can be made 
relatively inexpensively and can use currently available 
items for the propulsion system. 
2. ihe craft is extremely stable and affords an 
excellent flatfcrm for the necessary mine sweeping 
equipments. The crafts stability is particularly benificial 
in the towing modes of operation. 
3. ~be hull cylinders represent an extremely "strong" 
design, cff ering good resistance to damage from underwater 
explosions. The cylinders need to have some internal 
structure for additionl strengthening and support. The 
internal structure will have to be determined by a naval 
architect after doing a finite element analysis of the hulls 






drive was selected due to the fact 
alignment problems (particularly 
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advantageous after an 
hydraulic lines offer a 
underwater explcsion) and the 
flexibilit~ that is egually 
necessary when shock environments are present. 
5. The air cooling of the engines was selected to 
minimize underwater appendages and suctions. 
6. It was felt that proper manuverability of the craft 
could be maintained by controls of the propellers alone. 
For this reason and for reliability reasons (fewer moving 
parts) rudders were not incorporated into the design. 
7. lhe propellors are ducted to provide protection from 
fouling with either the towing lines or the mine mcoring 
cables. 
8. All of the crafts machinery has been mounted on a 
single bed Flate to facilitate· the removal of everything as 
a complete unit in the event of severe hull damage. 
Additionally all eguipmen~ as well as the propellers are 
removeable to allcw for bench testing and repair aboard the 
ccmmand ship. 
D. CONTINUING RESEARCH 
1. It must always be remembered that this is just a 
"first cut" at the design of a remotely controlled 
minesweeping device. The basic ground work that has been 
done in this investigation will make a good starting point 
for more advanced and detailed design work. 
2. Analysis and model studies should be performed on 
the design both in the independent steaming mode and in the 
fully sweeping mode. In particular, accurate drag data is 
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necessary tc properly size the propulsion system. 
3. A ccmflete investigation into the trade-offs between 
diesel engir.es and gas turbines, or any other prime mover 
for that natter, should be conducted. 
4. Design of the remotely controlled command system 
must be acccnflished. 
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